Effects of an Intervention Program on Interaction and Bodily Emotional Traces in Adults with Congenital Deafblindness and an Intellectual Disability
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Abstract

Interaction with people with congenital deafblindness (CDB) and an intellectual disability (ID), and recognition of their often unconventional expressions, is complex. In this study, the effects of a two-phase intervention program intended to foster harmonious interaction and the use and recognition of expressions based on a bodily emotional trace (BET) were examined. Five adults with CDB and an ID, and ten of their caregivers participated in the study. A multiple-baseline design was used. Target behaviours were attention by caregiver, attention by participant, confirmation by caregiver, mutual affective involvement, quality of interaction, participant expressions based on a BET, and participant expressions based on a BET recognised by the caregiver. Overall, the results tend to be positive. However, some of the changes were minimal and the results varied considerably among participants. The results of this study suggest that it is possible to foster harmonious interaction and the use and recognition of expressions based on a BET in adults with CDB and an ID.
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Introduction

Having harmonious interactions with others fosters well-being and improves the functioning of people of all ages (Diamond & Aspinwall, 2003; Sroufe, 1995; Trevarthen & Aitken, 2001). Infants have biologically founded capacities for social interaction (Aitken & Trevarthen, 1997), which is defined as the process through which two individuals mutually influence each other's behaviour (Bjerkan, 1996; Janssen, Riksen-Walraven, & Van Dijk, 2003a).

From childhood on, vision and hearing play important roles in social interaction, as is evident in eye-gaze, smiling, and reactions to acoustic signals similar to the human voice (Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 1999). Vision and hearing cannot be addressed in the same way in interactions with people with congenital deafblindness (CDB). It is therefore necessary to address other senses, like the tactile modality.

People with CDB mainly experience the world through their proximal senses, often resulting in expressions that are atypical for seeing and hearing people. These expressions can be stereotypical and idiosyncratic (Bjerkan, 1996), and difficult for their communication partners to understand. Expressions made by people who have an intellectual disability (ID) in addition to CDB are often even more idiosyncratic and subtle, and are not always used consistently. This makes it very hard to notice and interpret these expressions, complicating interaction and subsequent qualitative communication. Qualitative communication is assumed to be based on harmonious interactions.

Moreover, communication is facilitated by a history of shared experiences. Adults with CDB and an ID who live in residential settings meet many different communication partners, which severely limits the construction of a history of shared experiences to communicate about. In short: establishing harmonious interaction and subsequent qualitative communication with people with CDB and an ID is very difficult (Bloeming-Wolbrink, Janssen, Ruijssenaars, Menke, & Riksen-Walraven, 2015; Bruce, 2005; Dalby et al., 2009; Damen, Janssen, Huisman, Ruijssenaars, & Schuengel, 2014; Dammeyer, 2010; Hart, 2010; Janssen et al., 2003a; Martens, Janssen, Ruijssenaars, & Riksen-Walraven, 2014). Communication partners (e.g. caregivers, parents, teachers) need high levels of sensitivity, special insights, and considerable skills to establish harmonious interaction and qualitative communication with people with CDB and an ID (Janssen, Riksen-Walraven, & Van Dijk, 2003b).

Several intervention studies have shown that coaching communication partners has positive effects on interaction and/or communication with people with CDB (e.g. Damen, Janssen, Ruijssenaars, & Schuengel, 2015; Janssen et al., 2003b; Martens, Janssen, Ruijssenaars, Huisman, & Riksen-Walraven, 2014a; Martens, Janssen, Ruijssenaars, Huisman, & Riksen-Walraven, 2014b). Consequently, it is worthwhile to also put efforts into coaching.
communication partners to improve their interaction and communication with people with CDB and an ID.

People with CDB mainly experience the world through bodily-tactile experiences. When they think about these experiences, their thoughts are often reflected in bodily expressions such as touching a location on the body, making a movement, or replicating a sensation. Such bodily expressions of memories are based on a bodily emotional trace (BET). These expressions are typically neither social nor communicative when they emerge (Daelman et al., 2001), but they do show that something is going on in the mind of the person with CDB, and they may give important insights into how that person experiences the world and reflects on earlier experiences (Daelman, 2003).

Recognising these idiosyncratic expressions is useful for the partner in the meaning-making process and is thus valuable for communication, in which information is conveyed to and received and interpreted from others (Rowland, 2009). According to Johnson (2008), the human “mind” cannot exist apart from embodiment. What and how humans experience, feel, think, value, and act is shaped by embodiment (Johnson, 2008). This is very clear in people with CDB and an ID. Training their communication partners to recognise and use BETs might provide insights into how a person with CDB and an ID reflects upon the world, thus helping the communication partners recognise and add meaning to idiosyncratic expressions.

The present study constitutes the second part of the broader Project CHANGE, an ongoing project that aims to improve interaction and communication in adults with CDB and an ID. The first part of Project CHANGE (reported in an earlier paper; Bloeming-Wolbrink et al., 2015) focused on the effects of a general improvement in the life circumstances of adults with CDB and an ID and the general training and coaching given to their caregivers on the quality of their interaction and expressive communication.

The goal of the present study – the second part of Project CHANGE – was to examine the effects of a two-phase intervention program for caregivers working with adults with CDB and an ID. It is specifically aimed at fostering harmonious interactions (Phase I) and the use and recognition of participant expressions based on a BET (Phase II). During Phase I, it was attempted to improve the interactive competence of the adults with CDB by coaching their caregivers to respond appropriately to their interactive behaviours. During Phase II it was attempted to improve the use and recognition of participants’ expressions based on a BET by coaching their caregivers to introduce something new in a routine situation and to strengthen the experience of the participant (e.g. by repeating parts of the experience).

The present study aims to answer three research questions:

1) To what extent does the intervention increase the quality of interaction and, more particularly, the occurrence of attention by the caregiver, attention by the participant, confirmation by the caregiver, and affective involvement between participant and caregiver? 2) To what extent does the intervention increase the number of expressions
based on a BET made by the participant and the recognition of these expressions by the caregiver?

3) To what extent do the effects of the intervention endure after completion of the intervention?

**Method**

**Participants and Setting**

The study was conducted at a facility for people with intellectual and sensory disabilities in the Netherlands. Five adults with CDB and an ID ("participants") took part in the study: four men and one woman. They differed with regard to age and the degree of sensory disability. Table 1 presents an overview of relevant participant characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant code</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>SRZ score</th>
<th>Visual disability</th>
<th>Hearing disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3-</td>
<td>Totally blind</td>
<td>Moderate/severe hearing loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3-</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Profound hearing loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Totally blind</td>
<td>Hearing loss; unclear whether there is residual hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3-</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Profound hearing loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>Profound hearing loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SRZ POP-EM score of 3 or 3- is appropriate in the case of a profound intellectual disability

**Table 1**

*Participant Characteristics at the Start of the Intervention Program*

Prior to the start of Project CHANGE, none of the participants had received deafblind education or been educated with a consistent approach that took their deafblindness into account. The main focus in their education had been on the ID.

Ten caregivers (all female) were included in the study. Their ages ranged from 20 to 55 years ($M = 36.4$). Four caregivers had a Bachelor's degree, and the other six caregivers had had vocational training. They had 2 to 28 years ($M = 12.6$) of experience in working with persons with ID, and 1 to 17 years ($M = 4.6$) of experience in working with persons with deafblindness.

Each participant formed pairs, at random, with two caregivers, resulting in ten pairs. Two pairs were excluded from analysis, due to illness of the caregiver and the poor quality of video
recordings. Thus, results are presented for three participants with two caregivers (A and B) and for two participants with one caregiver.

The study was approved by the board of the facility. Written informed consent was obtained from the participants' legal representatives. Verbal informed consent was obtained from the caregivers. To protect the participants' identities, each participant is identified by a number in this article.

**Research Design**

This study followed a multiple-baseline design across subjects (see Figure 1). The baseline becomes longer for each consecutive participant, with a minimum length of four baseline sessions (Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2009) and a maximum of 12. The two-phase intervention program had a total duration of 15 weeks: 9 for Phase I (interaction training) and 6 for Phase II (BET training). These two phases were complementary. The design was time-based: Phase II began directly after finishing Phase I, regardless of the Phase I results. The study ended with follow-up sessions at 3, 7, and 11 weeks after the end of the intervention program.

![Figure 1. Duration of the effect study (in weeks) per participant and caregiver.](image)

**Intervention Program**

The intervention program consists of Phase I: interaction training, and Phase II: BET training. The outline of the coaching in Phase I was based on the diagnostic intervention model CONTACT, which is used to foster harmonious interactions between children with deafblindness and their educators. The model is based on theoretical aspects from attachment and intersubjectivity theories (see Janssen et al., 2003a).

The intervention program applied in this study adds a second Phase, a BET training, based on theoretical aspects of embodiment theory (Johnson, 2008). Phase II of the intervention program focused on increasing the use and recognition of participant expressions based on a BET.

The intervention program, consisting of seven subsequent steps (Phase I: step 1-4, Phase II: step 5-7), was applied by a coach (the first author). As shown in Figure 2, the intervention
program included five 45-minute coaching sessions registered in a protocol, resulting in a
total of 3 hours and 45 minutes of information transfer and video-feedback per caregiver.

![Figure 2. Coaching sessions across weeks during the intervention program.](image)

The intervention protocol:

1. **Determining the question.** The caregivers requested coaching for questions
   concerning interaction.

2. **Clarifying the question.** The coach consulted the caregivers in order to specify
   the questions for interaction training. Examples include: how can I recognise
   the participant’s initiatives and confirm these?; how can I share emotions with
   the participant in a tactile way?

3. **Interaction analysis.** The coach analysed video recordings of interaction to
   translate the questions for interaction training into intervention aims for Phase
   I of the intervention. Example: the caregiver confirms the participant’s
   initiative by repeating it tactiley.

4. **Implementing intervention focusing on interaction.** The three coaching sessions
   included information transfer and video-feedback. The intervention aims,
   other aspects of interaction, and the interaction context were addressed.
   Examples of aspects of the interaction context discussed include: changing
   the caregiver’s position during a foot massage to make the participant more
   comfortable or changing the caregiver’s position while baking cookies so that
   she could observe the participant’s face.

5. **BET analysis.** The coach analysed video recordings for preparing step 6. The
   focus was on possibilities for introducing something new in the routine
   situation, since this seems to evoke BETs and expressions based on a BET
   (Bloeming-Wolbrink, 2007). Looking for ways to strengthen the experience
   for the participant, for example repeating parts of the experience, was another
   focus in the analysis.

---

1 The exact content of the intervention program is available from the first author.
6. **Implementing intervention focusing on BETs.** The two coaching sessions included information transfer and video-feedback. The definition and importance of the BET concept, and ways to strengthen an experience were discussed in the first coaching session of Phase II, illustrated with video-clips of persons with CDB. It was discussed which new topic could be introduced in the routine situation. Example: intentionally leaving the butter out while baking cookies. In the last coaching session video-feedback was used to observe expressions based on a BET, and to decide whether changes in the new topic were needed (e.g. to clarify the situation for the participant or to arouse the participant’s interest).

7. **Evaluation.** The intervention is evaluated with regard to the intervention aims set and the satisfaction of the caregivers with the intervention process.

**Data Collection**

To examine the effects of the intervention program on interaction and BETs, 20-minute video recordings were made weekly during baseline and the intervention phases. During follow-up, they were made 3, 7, and 11 weeks after the end of the intervention. Throughout the study, each participant-caregiver pair was recorded during the same activity, an activity in which both parties felt comfortable (based on the caregiver’s impression), and which guaranteed that it could always be performed (e.g. baking cookies, interacting on the waterbed).

The recordings of each pair were all made on the same day of the week and at the same time of day, based on the caregiver’s working schedule and the time of the day the activity could be performed. Caregivers’ coaching sessions were pre-planned for weeks 1, 3, 6, 10, and 12 of the 15-week intervention program (see Figure 2). In case of unanticipated circumstances, like illness, recordings or coaching sessions were rescheduled.

**Instruments and Measures**

**Interaction: Coding.**

**Observation categories.** To measure the effect of the intervention program on interaction, four categories of interactive behaviour were used (adopted from Janssen et al., 2003a):

1a) **Attention by caregiver:** focus on interaction partner, interaction content, people and/or objects within the interaction context;
1b) **Attention by participant** (see 1a);
2) **Confirmation by caregiver:** clear acknowledgement that an initiative has been noticed and recognised;
3) **Affective involvement:** mutual sharing of emotions between caregiver and participant.
**Observation procedure and scoring.** Five-minute fragments (4-12 for baseline, 15 for intervention, 3 for follow-up) with a fixed starting point per pair were selected from the 20-minute recordings. The fixed starting point was chosen to maximise the comparability of the fragments. Examples of fixed starting points are offering the pastry bowl to the participant and taking off the participant’s shoes.

Observers coded the videos on an observation form with 10-second intervals. If attention by participant and caregiver was observed for ≥ 6 seconds during the interval, it was coded 1; otherwise, it was coded 0. Confirmation by caregiver and affective involvement were coded 1 if observed at least once during an interval; if not, they were coded 0. For each category, an interval was excluded from coding if the information needed to code that category was lacking (e.g. if a face was not visible, affective involvement could not be observed). The occurrence of the categories of interactive behaviour per five-minute fragment was expressed in a number, calculated by counting the number of intervals with code 1. The maximum score was 30. In case of intervals excluded from coding, the number of intervals with code 1 was divided by the total number of intervals with code 1 and 0, and multiplied by 30.

Five trained observers, current or graduated Bachelor’s and Master’s students in the social sciences, coded the videos. To control for observer drift, the videos were coded at random by the observers. Prior to each observation session, each observer read the definition of the categories and the operationalisation of the participant’s interactive behaviour. The operationalisation of the participant’s interactive behaviour was based on videotaped observations of various interaction situations.

**Inter-rater reliability.** Prior to formal data collection, the observers were trained to reach 80% inter-rater reliability for the occurrence of the interactive behaviours for three training videos per participant-caregiver pair. The training videos were not used for the actual coding. Two observers were trained for each participant.

When coding the research recordings, the first observer coded all of a participant’s recordings; the second observer coded ≥25% of them (Barlow et al., 2009), which were selected at random. Inter-rater reliability was calculated using percentage agreement and Kappa, following Prain, McVilly, and Ramcharan (2012). Percentage agreement was calculated by dividing the number of agreements on occurrences and non-occurrences by the total number of agreements and disagreements, and multiplying the result by 100 (Brown & Snell, 1993).

Inter-rater reliability was calculated across measurements and participants. The percentage agreement and Kappa scores were 96.8% and .84 for attention by caregiver, 91.4% and .83 for attention by participant, 97.0% and .74 for confirmation by caregiver, and 99.4% and .44 for affective involvement. The Kappa score for affective involvement implies that the results for this category should be interpreted with great caution.
Interaction: Focus group. To qualitatively measure the effect of the intervention program, the quality of interaction in the participant-caregiver pairs was discussed in three focus group meetings, with the first author as moderator. Four people participated in the focus group: a professor in Special Needs Education with a focus on deafblindness (the second author), another professor in Special Needs Education (the third author), and two Master’s students in Special Needs Education. For each participant-caregiver pair, four coded five-minute fragments were selected: one for baseline, two for the ends of the intervention phases, and one for follow-up. The fragments were offered to the focus group members in a random order per participant-caregiver pair, in order to avoid observer drift.

The discussion of the quality of interaction for each pair started with a short introduction of the participant and the activity. The four fragments were watched with short breaks in between, during which the focus group members were asked to react in a few words about the quality of interaction. After finishing all fragments of a pair, a longer discussion began about the quality of interaction in general and different aspects of it: togetherness, turn taking, closeness, initiatives, and answers.

Subjective judgement. After finishing the discussion for a participant-caregiver pair, the four focus group members were asked to make independent judgements about the quality of interaction in each fragment. Judgements were made on a scale ranging from 1 (not good) to 4 (very good). Focus group members were also asked to rank the quality of interaction in the four fragments. The individual scores and rankings were combined into an overall score and ranking for each fragment, by summing the individual scores or rankings and dividing the total number by four.

Content analysis. Focus group meetings were audiotaped and then transcribed. Eleven important concepts (attention, attunement, answers, involvement, communication, contact, initiatives, interaction, reacting, togetherness, and closeness) were included in the analysis. These concepts were derived from the categories of interactive behaviour (Janssen et al., 2003a), the questions asked by the moderator, and concepts often mentioned by the focus group members. Inclusion criteria for the concepts were identified. Information about the inclusion criteria per concept is available from the first author.

Semantic content analysis was performed, in which concepts are classified according to their meaning. Semantic content analysis has three forms, one of which (assertion analysis) was performed here. Assertion analysis includes both the frequency of naming the concepts and the nature of the context in which the concepts are used (positive, neutral, negative) (Janis, 1965, in Stewart, Shamdasani, & Rook, 2007). A Master’s student performed the analysis and coded the concepts in the transcriptions. Each concept received a positive (1), negative (-1), or neutral (0) characterisation, resulting in a score that reflected the judgement of the quality of interaction for each fragment.
Bodily Emotional Traces.

**Observation categories and criteria.** The effect of the intervention program on the use and recognition of participants’ expressions based on BETs was measured by coding the expressions the participants made and coding whether the caregiver noticed them. Three criteria were set to identify these expressions: it is an expression of thinking; it is judged to be referring to an earlier experience in a bodily way; and, when making the expression, the person is not paying attention to the surroundings (Stellingwerf, 2012). These criteria were operationalised for each participant, meaning that concrete behaviours were described.

**Observation procedure and scoring.** For each participant, one participant-caregiver pair was included in the analysis. The pairs were selected at random. Six 10-minute fragments were selected from the 20-minute recordings: one from baseline, two from each of the intervention phases, and one from follow-up. The 10-minute length was chosen because it was expected that expressions based on a BET would occur often enough in this period to make it possible to compare the number of expressions in the different phases. If possible, the caregiver’s introduction of the new topic was taken as the starting point of the 10-minute analysis. When necessary, in order to analyse 10 minutes of the recordings, the starting point was set before the introduction of the new topic.

Two observers independently coded each fragment on a specially designed observation form. Samples of 15-second intervals were used. Per interval, expressions based on a BET were coded 1 if observed at least once, and coded 0 if not observed. Expressions continuing in subsequent intervals werecoded 1 in the first interval in which they were observed, and coded 0 in the subsequent intervals, to avoid counting a single expression twice. A note was made on the observation form in these cases. In the case of a code 1, the expression based on a BET was described on the observation form.

After the observers finished independently coding a participant’s six fragments, they discussed their scores and arrived at a consensus score. An overall score, reflecting the occurrence of expressions based on a BET in the 10-minute episode, was calculated by summing the number of intervals coded 1.

For each 15-second interval coded 1, the observer noted whether or not the caregiver recognised the expression. The observer carefully described the behaviour of the caregiver that made her believe the caregiver did or did not recognise the expression. A percentage score was calculated by dividing the number of expressions recognised by the caregiver by the total number of expressions in the fragment, multiplied by 100%.

Two trained observers, one current and one graduated Master’s student in Special Needs Education, coded the videos. To control for observer drift, the videos were presented at random to the observers. Prior to each observation session, the observers read the manual for the participant they observed. The manual consisted of the three criteria for identifying expressions based on a BET and the operationalisation of these criteria (i.e. the description of
concrete behaviours by the participant). Examples for the criterion “it is an expression of thinking” are tapping with the finger right beside the eye, freezing, or turning the head backwards. Examples for the criterion “it is judged to be referring to an earlier experience in a bodily way” are making a movement that resembles the movement in an earlier experience or touching a location on the body that was touched during the earlier experience. Examples for the criterion “the person is not paying attention to the surroundings” are the participant closing his or her hand or not responding to questions.

**Inter-rater reliability.** Prior to formal data collection, the observers were trained until 80% inter-rater reliability was reached for the occurrence of expressions based on a BET for three training videos per participant. The training videos were not used for the actual coding. Following the recommendation of Prain et al. (2012), we chose to use consensus coding because the participants’ expressions were expected to be highly idiosyncratic and context dependent. The observers coded the research videos independently. During scoring, the observers noted the reasons when coding 1. After the independent coding, the observers compared and discussed their scores and their justifications for them. This discussion resulted in a consensus score.

Inter-rater reliability for the actual research recordings was calculated using percentage agreement and Kappa. Inter-rater reliability was calculated across measurements and dyads for the occurrence of expressions based on a BET, between observers 1 and 2 (99.6% and .90), between observer 1 and consensus score (99.5% and .87), and between observer 2 and consensus score (99.9% and .98). Both percentage agreement and Kappa were good, even when comparing observers 1 and 2.

**Social validity.** To ensure the clinical significance of the intervention program, the participating caregivers were actively involved in setting and evaluating their own intervention aims for interaction and in choosing which activity to perform with the participants. After finishing the study, they were asked to rate components of the intervention program on a 5-point scale, on an adapted version of the Social Validity Scale (Bloeming-Wolbrink & Janssen, 2010, following Seys, 1987). Components were subjective effectiveness (e.g. “the idea of coaching caregivers in order to improve the interaction between participants and caregivers is very bad/bad/sufficient/good/very good”), effectiveness of single components of the intervention (e.g. “recognising expressions based on a BET was very hard/hard/well performable/good/very good”), and workability (e.g. “I found that the presence of a video camera in the group home was very bad/bad/sufficient/good/very good”). All the caregivers (n=8) returned the questionnaire.

**Data analysis**

Given the relatively small number of observations and the serial dependencies in the data, statistical tests such as time series methods are not feasible. Therefore, descriptive and visual
analysis were used as the most important analysis method in this study. This method is commonly used in single subject experimental research (Horner, Carr, Halle, Odom, & Wolery, 2005; Nourbakhsh & Ottenbacher, 1994).

Results

Effects on Interaction: Coding

Table 2 presents an overview of the mean occurrence, range, and standard deviation of the categories of interactive behaviour (i.e. attention by caregiver and affective involvement) across the four phases of the study for each participant. Figures 3 and 4 present the results for the categories of interactive behaviour, attention by participant, and confirmation by participant. The maximum score was 30, representing the total number of intervals in a five-minute fragment.

Table 2
Attention by Caregiver and Affective Involvement over Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>8.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 More detailed information about the results for the categories of interactive behaviour attention by participant and confirmation by participant is available from the first author.
Affective Involvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-Up</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. SD = standard deviation.

Attention by caregiver. For participants 1, 3, and 4, the mean occurrence of attention by caregiver was already high at baseline (28.8, 29.8, and 29.9, respectively), making only small improvements possible (see Table 2). For participants 2 and 5, however, the mean occurrence of attention by caregiver at baseline was 20.8 and 14.3, respectively. Large improvements for these participants were found, with a mean occurrence of 26.7 and 17.4, respectively, in Phase I, and a mean occurrence of 26.6 and 29.3, respectively, in Phase II. Also, a smaller range in scores was found during intervention for these participants, also reflected in a lower standard deviation.

Attention by participant. The line graphs in the right panel of Figure 3 demonstrate a large variability between the participants. For participant 4, the occurrence was already high during baseline and stayed high with a few dips in Phase II and the follow-up phase. Figure 3 shows that occurrence increased for participants 2 and 5 during Phase I, but slightly decreased during Phase II, with a downward trend line. Occurrence during follow-up was variable: participant 5 had an upward trend line and participant 2 had a slightly downward trend line. Participant 1 had a downward trend line in the scores for Phase II because of a high peak in session 19. The occurrence of attention by the participant declined in the follow-up with a slight upward trend line.
Figure 3. Attention by participant. Mean occurrence (number) across the entire phase for each of the four intervention conditions (left) and occurrence (number) during the separate observation sessions (right).

**Confirmation by caregiver.** Figure 4 shows the large variability within the different phases per participant and between the individual participants. For participant 4, confirmation by the caregiver occurred relatively more often than for the other participants. Remarkably, participant 4 started Phase I with a very high increase in the occurrence of confirmation, but the trend line unfortunately lowered during this phase. In the other phases, there was not much difference from the baseline.

The other participants had upward or steady trend lines in Phase I. In Phase II, the occurrence of confirmation was lower than in Phase I for all cases except participant 2. An
upward trend line was also observed for participant 3. For participants 1 and 2, occurrence was higher during follow-up than during the other phases (unfortunately with a downward trend for participant 2). For the other three participants, occurrence during follow-up was higher than the occurrence in Phase II. A peak was found in session 24 for participant 3, but unfortunately a downward trend line for participants 3 and 4 was found.

*Figure 4.* Confirmation by caregiver. Mean occurrence (number) across the entire phase for each of the four intervention conditions (left) and occurrence (number) during the separate observation sessions (right).
Table 3

*Focus Group Results for Subjective Judgement and Content Analysis*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Subjective Judgement: mean judgement (1=not good; 4=very good)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P1 A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Mean score P1</td>
<td>P2 A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention Phase I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention Phase II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Subjective Judgement: mean ranking (1=highest quality of interaction; 4=lowest quality of interaction)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P1 A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Mean score P1</td>
<td>P2 A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention Phase I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention Phase II</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Content Analysis (number of positive characterisations - number of negative characterisations)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P1 A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Mean score P1</td>
<td>P2 A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention Phase I</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention Phase II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Affective involvement. No affective involvement occurred for participant 5 (see Table 2). For participant 4, affective involvement only occurred during follow-up. The other three participants were observed with two caregivers. However, no affective involvement was observed with one of the caregivers. With the other caregiver, a more regular occurrence of affective involvement was observed in three of the four study phases. The highest occurrence per participant was found at follow-up and Phase II.

Effects on Interaction: Focus Group

Table 3 presents an overview of the focus group results, including the subjective judgement of quality of interaction and ranking of the study phases, as well as the results of the content analysis. Both the scores per participant and the mean scores across participants are presented.

Subjective judgement. The mean subjective judgement scores in the right-hand column of Table 3 show that the quality of interaction was judged highest at Phase I, followed by Phase II and follow-up. The mean ranking of videos with regard to quality of interaction, in the right-hand column of Table 3, follows the same pattern.

For participants 1 and 2, the quality of interaction was subjectively judged to be highest during Phase II. For participants 3, 4, and 5, the quality of interaction was judged to be highest during Phase I. The ranking of videos with regard to quality of interaction found the same results.

Content analysis. The results of the content analysis (see Table 3) suggest that the quality of interaction was lower during follow-up than during the intervention, but higher than during baseline. Participants 1 and 2 had the best results during Phase II, whereas the best result for participants 3, 4, and 5 were found during Phase I. This corresponds with the results from the subjective judgement.

As can be seen in Table 3, participants 2 and 5 had negative scores across the study (except for Phase II for participant 2). This means that the discussion about the quality of interaction included more negative than positive characterisations.

Effects on Bodily Emotional Traces

Table 4 shows the number of expressions based on a BET that were observed for the five participants. For baseline and follow-up, the absolute number is presented. For Phases I and II, the mean number of the two recordings included in the analysis is presented. Table 4 also presents the percentage of expressions based on a BET that were noticed by the caregiver.
Overall, a small number of expressions based on a BET was found across the participants and study phases (n=27). Across participants, the occurrence of expressions based on a BET was lowest at baseline and highest during Phase II. The differences between phases were small. Expressions based on a BET occurred for four participants during Phases I and II, for two participants during follow-up, and for one participant at baseline.

Before the start of BET training, the caregivers recognised none of the expressions. During Phase II and follow-up (after the start of BET training), caregivers recognised the expressions in 50% (6 out of 12) and 40% (2 out of 5) of the cases, respectively.

**Social Validity**

Overall, caregivers positively evaluated the intervention study. Coaching caregivers with the aim of improving interaction between caregivers and people with CDB and an ID was evaluated as “good” by three caregivers and “very good” by five (possible answers: very bad/bad/sufficient/good/very good). The caregiver’s role in setting the intervention aims and choosing the activity being recorded was evaluated as “good” by seven caregivers and as “very good” by one (possible answers: very bad/bad/sufficient/good/very good).

Different parts of the intervention were evaluated as more or less well performable. For instance, affective involvement was evaluated as “difficult” by five caregivers, whereas confirmation was evaluated as “difficult” by only one caregiver. Caregivers differed in how they evaluated the difficulty of recognising expressions based on a BET, ranging from “very difficult” to “very easy” (possible answers: very difficult/difficult/well performable/easy/very easy). Individual coaching with video analysis was evaluated as “effective” by three
caregivers and as “very effective” by five (possible answers: not effective at all/not effective/somewhat effective/effective/very effective). Finally, seven caregivers indicated that the change in their communicative skills towards the person with CDB and an ID was “positive”, while one caregiver evaluated that change as “somewhat positive”. Six caregivers indicated that the change in participants’ communicative skills was “somewhat positive”, while two evaluated it as “positive” (possible answers: very negative/negative/somewhat positive/positive/very positive).

Discussion

This study examined the effects of a two-phase intervention program aimed at fostering harmonious interactions and increasing the use and recognition of participant expressions based on a BET. Three research questions were formulated. With regard to the first research question – to what extent does the intervention increase the quality of interaction and, more particularly, the occurrence of attention by the caregiver, attention by the participant, confirmation by the caregiver, and affective involvement between participant and caregiver? – the occurrence of all target behaviours across participants increased during the intervention. However, some of the changes were minimal and considerable variation among participants was found.

With regard to the second research question – to what extent does the intervention increase the number of expressions based on a BET made by the participant and the recognition of these expressions by the caregiver? – the number of participant expressions based on a BET increased after the interaction training, and increased further after the BET training. Caregivers’ recognition of these expressions only emerged after the BET training.

The answer to research question 3 – to what extent do the effects of the intervention endure after completion of the intervention? – is not so clear. During follow-up, overall the occurrence of the target behaviours was higher than at baseline, but lower than during the intervention phase with the highest score. The only exception is affective involvement, which increased in occurrence from intervention to follow-up for three participants.

Large variations were observed in the occurrence of attention by participant, regardless of the caregiver involved. Participant 1 had a large peak in session 19. In this session she played with a rope, which kept her attention. After throwing the rope away, she and the caregiver worked together to get it back. The caregiver gestured about it. Apparently, this situation caught her attention. No general conclusions can be drawn about the cause of the variation in the occurrence of attention by participant. It would be interesting for future studies to include more participant characteristics (i.e. temperament, interests, activities that
are motivating, alertness, and time needed for regulation of intensity) to shed more light on this question.

Confirmation by the caregiver occurred more often after intervention. Although the intervention appears to be effective for increasing the occurrence of confirmation by caregiver, there is still much room for improvement (Table 2). The mean occurrence of confirmation by caregiver was remarkably high for participant 4. Across the study, the results on interaction for this participant-caregiver pair were good, which is a possible explanation for the high score on confirmation. It would be interesting to add initiatives taken by the participant as a target behaviour in future studies, since these initiatives give caregivers opportunities for confirmations.

The occurrence of affective involvement was low across the entire study, with a small improvement after intervention. However, the finding that it is possible to increase the occurrence of affective involvement is in line with the results of two earlier studies that aimed to increase affective involvement in interaction with people with CDB (Martens et al., 2014a; Martens et al., 2014b). Together, these three studies show that it is possible to improve the occurrence of affective involvement by coaching caregivers, despite the fact that very specific competences are needed for sharing emotions in the case of deafblindness.

The focus group results confirm that the intervention program led to an improvement in the quality of interaction. However, even after the intervention, the quality of interaction was subjectively judged by a focus group to be “not good” (1) and “moderate” (2) on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (“not good”) to 4 (“very good”), after discussing the quality of interaction in general and different aspects of it (e.g. togetherness, turn taking). Also, there were still negative scores in the content analysis for participants 2 and 5 after the intervention; in these cases, the discussion about quality of interaction included more negative than positive characterisations. So, despite the increase in quality of interaction, caregivers need more coaching and training to attain a good or very good quality of interaction. Interestingly, participants 2 and 5 had the lowest mean occurrence of attention by caregiver at baseline and a negative score in the content analysis, suggesting a relationship between attention by caregiver and quality of interaction.

The results indicate that most participants regularly made expressions based on a BET. However, they also clearly indicate that caregivers require coaching to recognise these expressions: the caregivers recognised none of the participants’ expressions before they received the BET training. After receiving just two 45-minute training sessions, the caregivers recognised up to half of all expressions based on a BET. However, two caregivers still did not recognise any expression based on a BET after the training. One of the caregivers who did recognise them after the training evaluated this as very difficult. The number of expressions based on a BET increased after the coaching. Caution is needed in interpreting this result, since the total number of expressions across participants and phases of the study was small.
Overall, caregivers might profit from an extension of BET training, giving them more time to become familiar with the concept and to reflect upon themselves.

When looking at the overall results for the individual participants, it seems that the effect of the intervention program was highest for participants 2 and 5. A possible reason is the baseline score for these participants, leaving room for improvement. Subjective judgement of the quality of interaction by the focus group members was “not good” for these participants. The occurrence of attention by caregiver at baseline was low when compared to the other participants. The intervention program turned out to be effective for improving these scores for participants 2 and 5. Overall, according to the subjective judgement of the members of the focus group, further improvement of the interaction is possible for all participants.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research

A multiple-baseline design was used to draw conclusions about the effects of the intervention program across participants. However, since the intervention program was applied to relatively few participants, the generalisability of the findings to other people with CDB and an ID is restricted. Replication of the intervention is recommended (Barlow et al., 2009).

The use of a two-phase intervention program limits the possibilities to draw conclusions regarding the exact effects of the two separate phases of the intervention (i.e. the interaction training and the BET training). Keeping this limitation in mind, the results seem to suggest that the two training phases strengthen each other. For instance, after the BET training, the occurrence of attention by caregiver and attention by participant increased. An explanation for the increase in attention by caregiver might be that the BET training teaches caregivers to be very observant, leading to more attention. An explanation for the increase in attention by participant might be that the introduction of a new element in a routine situation causes the participant to be attentive. Also, although the BET training was Phase II of the intervention program, the occurrence of participant expressions based on a BET already increased after the interaction training (Phase I). This might be because a good quality of interaction forms a good basis for the occurrence of participant expressions based on a BET (Bloeming-Wolbrink, 2007; Daelman, 2003). However, the recognition of participant expressions based on a BET did not occur until the start of the BET training. So it seems that caregivers require specific knowledge to recognise these expressions.

The results provide some evidence for the surplus value of the two-phase intervention program. The interaction training and the BET training seem to strengthen each other. However, some caution is needed since the occurrence of confirmation by caregiver decreased from Phase I to Phase II. It could be that giving confirmation is more difficult than, for example, giving attention. Combined with a difficult subject like BETs, caregivers probably need more time to internalise the use of all these elements.
Working with a focus group was added as a tool to evaluate interaction quality, next to the observation of categories of interactive behaviour. Both the coding of observation categories and the judgements of focus group members provided the same pattern of results. A valuable contribution of the focus group is that it not only provided information about the effect of the intervention program on the frequency of interactive behaviours, but also about the quality of interaction as judged by the focus group members. As the results show, an increase in the occurrence of categories of interactive behaviour does not necessarily mean that the quality of interaction is good. So the focus group results provide a very valuable context for interpreting the meaning of the coding results.

In this study, expressions were coded as expressions based on BETs when three criteria were met. One of the criteria was that the person is not paying attention to the surroundings, assuming that expressions based on BETs are neither social nor communicative when they emerge. But what if a person is very expressive and focused on other persons? It might be that this expression then develops while interacting with others. To further explore the BET concept, it would be interesting for future studies to code all expressions of thinking that are judged to refer to earlier experiences in a bodily way, also when the person is paying attention to their surroundings.

Implications for Practice

The results of this study show that this intervention, aimed at improving caregivers’ competencies and skills, had a positive effect on their interaction with people with CDB and an ID. The use of video-feedback is a powerful coaching tool, also for helping caregivers recognize expressions based on a BET. Prior to the BET training, none of the expressions based on a BET was recognized by the caregiver. After only two coaching sessions, the caregivers did recognize expressions based on a BET. This stresses the importance of coaching on the topic BETs in daily practice.

The coaching was effective and was evaluated positively by the caregivers. The fact that there is still much room for further improvement in interaction illustrates the need for continuous coaching of caregivers. This need is further stressed by the fact that the improvements after intervention were not stable; during follow-up, the occurrence of most target behaviours was higher than at baseline, but lower than during the intervention phase with the highest score. Only the results for affective involvement showed an improvement from intervention to follow-up for the majority of participants.

This study was the first to examine the effects of BET training on the use and recognition of participants’ expressions based on a BET. Expressions based on a BET are bodily expressions such as touching a location on the body, making a movement, or replicating a sensation. Since expressions of persons with CDB and an ID are often idiosyncratic and subtle, and are not always used consistently, reaching qualitative communication is difficult.
Recognition of expressions based on a BET is useful in the meaning-making process and in reaching qualitative communication, since recognising these expressions helps the communication partners recognise bodily, idiosyncratic expressions. When making an expression based on a BET, the intention of the person with CDB and an ID is not communicative; the expressions can be seen as inner speech. However, by confirming the expression, the communication partner might start a communicative sequence. Also, the expressions reflect which elements of activities left impressions on the person with CDB and an ID, which gives caregivers information about what activities to offer and how to offer them. Offering activities in such a way that they are interesting and meaningful to the person with CDB and an ID helps in reaching harmonious interaction.

The two-phase intervention program presented here improved interaction and helped caregivers recognise the participants’ unconventional expressions. This brought sighted and hearing people one step closer to the world of people with CDB and an ID, and subsequently closer to future harmonious interaction and qualitative communication.
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